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Brian Williams

Thank you for choosing Dr.Care`s products!
XREAL massage chair DR-XR 929S is a high technology item to improve your 
health, to relax your body after a hard working day. There will be no more stress, 
any aches or pains, … XREAL massage chair will bring you more  for a happy life, 
an optimism, sound mind and sound body.
With over 24 years experience in the field of researching and manufacturing health 
care products, Dr.Care are non-stop researching and developing to create the 
modern unique leading products, more and more professional massage technique 
to satisfy Dr.Care`s customers.
To achieve the highest efficiency in treating pains and health recovery, please care-
fully read this User Manual book.
We always look forward to serving you better.

Your sincerely,

INTRODUCTION
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SAFETY INTRODUCTION

Not Suitable For Below Persons

Controller Precautions

Cautions Regarding the Adapters and Cord

Prohibited No Disassemble

CAUTION

WARNING

Those undergoing treatment, especially those who are not feeling well.
Those with malignant tumors or malignant abscesses.(Need to be supervised)

Children shall not play with the appliance. 
Cleaning and user maintenance shall not be made by children without supervision.

Women who are pregnant or menstruating.
Those with osteoporosis or fracture spine.
Those with skin disease or those whose skins are injured.
Those with high fever.

CAUTION

WARNING

Date:

Problems:

Solution:
Signed by Technician

..............................................................................................................

..............................................................................................................

Date:

Problems:

Solution:
Signed by Technician

..............................................................................................................

..............................................................................................................

Date:

Problems:

Solution:
Signed by Technician

..............................................................................................................

..............................................................................................................

Precautions listed below will help to ensure proper use of this appliance. 

Improper operation may cause severe personal injury or substantial property damage.

Improper operation may cause severe personal injury or productt damage.

We recommend that those with any of the following conditions should consult your physician
before using.

Do not operate the controller or pull the controller cable with damp hand.
Do not spill water or other liquid into the controller to avoid fault.
Do not lay heavy objects on the controller.

Close supervision is necessary when this product is used by, on, or near chidren,
invalids, or disabled persons.
The appliance has a heated surface. Persins insensitive to heat must be careful when
using the appliance.
This appliance can be used by children aged from 8 years and above and persons with
reduced physical, sensory or mental capabilities or lack of experience and knowledge
if they have been given supervision or instruction concerning use of the appliance
in a safe way and understand the hazards involved.

The hazard that may cause by incorrect use are classified into “WARNING” and “CAUTION”, 
lease ensure that you read all instructions before using the massage chair.

MAINTENANCE HISTORY
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CAUTION

SAFETY INTRODUCTION

Best Circumstances

CAUTION

Date:

Problems:

Solution:
Signed by Technician

..............................................................................................................

..............................................................................................................

Date:

Problems:

Solution:
Signed by Technician

..............................................................................................................

..............................................................................................................

Date:

Problems:

Solution:
Signed by Technician

..............................................................................................................

..............................................................................................................

Always unplug this appliance from the electrical outlet immediately after using and
before cleaning.
An appliance should never be left unattended when plugged in. Unplug from outlet when
not in use.
Unplug from outlet during thinder or lightening storms, and before putting on or taking
off parts.
Never operate this appliance if it has a damaged cord or plug, if it is not working
properly, if it has been dropped or damaged, or dropped into water the appliance to
a service canter forexamination and repair.
Check that the power coltage stated on the rating label corresponds to your eclectricity
supply.
Do not use a damp hand to unpulg the cord to avoid electric shock.
Do not drag the cord, reach to the front plastic and to unplug it.
Do not squeeze, over bend, pull hard, twist the cord.
Keep the cord away from heated surfaces.
Do not carry this appliance by supply cord or use cord as a handle.
To discnnect, turn all controls to the off position, then remove plug from outlet.
The appliance is only to be used with the power supply unit provided with the appliance.
It must only be supplied at safety extra low voltage corresponding to the marking on
the appliance.
If the supply cord is damaged, it must be replaced by the manufacturer or its service
agent or a simiarly qualified person in other to avoid a hazard. 

Do not p[erate under blanket or pillow. Excessive heating can occur and cause fire,
electric shock, or injury to persons. Do not use this appliance where temperature
is over 40 C.
Do not use this appliance in humid or dusty environment, or when any part of
the body is in contacts
with plumbing or any similar ground.
Never operate the appliance with the air openings blocked. Keep the air openings
free of lint, hair and the like.
Do not use outdoor.
Please place the product on the flat level floor.
Do not store near heat or open flame.
Connect this unit to a properly grounded outlet only. See Grounding instructions. 

MAINTENANCE HISTORY
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Best Practices For Safe Use

PROHIBITED

NO DISASSEMBLY

CAUTION

Date:

Problems:

Solution:
Signed by Technician

..............................................................................................................

..............................................................................................................

Date:

Problems:

Solution:
Signed by Technician

..............................................................................................................

..............................................................................................................

Date:

Problems:

Solution:
Signed by Technician

..............................................................................................................

..............................................................................................................

Only for users weighs below 120kg.
Use this product only for its intended use as described in this manual. 

Do not use the product for therapeutic treatment purpose.
Appliance should only be used by one person, do not use by two or more persons
at the same time to avoid damage to the products.
Do not use the product right after meal, it may cause discomfort.
Remove the accessories from the cushions and other spots, if any damages are
present, do not use it and refer to a qualified service professional for servicing.
If you feel any abnomal discomfort during the operation of this product
immediately  and do not use the product.
Use the appliance for 20 minutes each time is highly recommend
Make sure there is no obstacles behind the chair and there is enough clearance
before adjusting the backrest.
Make sure there is no children, pet or other oblects under the backrest or legrest.
please be seated properly while using the appliance.
Do not drag or push the chair or roll on its caster on wood floor or carpet to avoid
damage.

Do not stand on or stack heavy objects on the footrest.
Do not fall into sleep while the product is operating.
Avoid using the product under the influence of alcohol.
Never drop or insert any object into any openings.
If there is any smoke or unusual smell while using, stop using immediately,
unplug the power cord.

Do not disassemble this product yourself to avoid failure.
Do not dismantle, fix or modify the yourself, please contact authorized dealer
or service agent.

MAINTENANCE HISTORY
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PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS
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Zone Therapy Charts By Symptoms

Every Vertebra is related with the health, for example:

Headache-Insomnia Shoulder Nerve Problem Knee Pain

Heart Problem Diabetes Liver Problem Kidney Problem

Rheumatism Arthritis Back Pain Sciatica

PRODUCT NAME
MODEL
RATED VOLTAGE
RATED INPUT
RATED FREQUENCE
SAFETY DESIGN
SERIAL NUMBER

XREAL massage chair
DR-XR 929S
120V~
230W 1.9A
60Hz
CLASS I

100%
GENUINE
LEATHER

XREAL massage chair
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

INC.
6565 E. Washington Blvd., Commerce,
California, 90040, The U.S.A

U S A

DR-XR 929S

This document is copyrighted by Dr.Care International Inc. This document is copyrighted by Dr.Care International Inc.
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ILLUSTRATION

Acupressure Point Massage Instruction

Every Vertebra is related with the health, for example:

6. The ninth bone of chest vertebar 

    diagnoses chololith.

7. The sixth bone of chest vertebra 

    diagnoses nephropathy.

8. The third bone of waist vertebra 

    diagnoses constipation and back

    pain.

9. The fifth bone of waist vertebra 

    diagnoses hemorhoid.

1. The first bone of neck vertebra diagnoses 

    headache.

2.The third bone of neck vertebra diagnoses 

   hard of hearing.

3. The fifth bone of neck vertebra diagnoses 

    bronchus.

4. The second bone of chest vertebra 

    diagnoses cardiopathy.

5. The fourth bone of chest vertebra diagnoses 

    liver disease and tummy bug.
10. Hemorrhoids, anus,
     enhance physiology.

This document is copyrighted by Dr.Care International INC.
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Leg Extends/Retracts
Press and hold  “             ” “           ” button to extend or retract the footrest to the
 length you desire for better massage experience,release the button to fix the position.

Footrest extended

Footrest retracted

 A footrest sensor is set at the bottom of footrest,the footrest will adjust the length 
automatically once the chair started.

WARNING
Do not play on the massage chair or operate it improperly.
Ensure there is no obstruction when raising or reclining the backrest and 
footrest.
Do not place foot,fingers or any other objects in the space between the 
seat and the backrest/footrest when it is in the reclining or raising motion.
Ensure massage chair is restored back to its original position before getting 
off the massage chair.

Always unplug the massage chair from the electrical outlet immediately after use.
Secure the Touchscreen Controller onto the holder.
Turn off the power switch and unplug the massage chair from the electrical outlet 
while not in use to avoid children power on the massage chair accidentally.
When not in use for a long period of time,we recommend that the chair be covered, 
the power cord be coiled and that the unit be placed in an environment free of dust 
and moisture.

After Use

This document is copyrighted by Dr.Care International Inc. This document is copyrighted by Dr.Care International Inc.
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No.    Symptoms  Possible Causes Possible Solutions

No need to take any 
measures

Noise is heard while
in use

This sound is normal and
comes from the motor or 
massager rubbing against the 
cloth cover

Insert the power plug
properly into the power
socket

The power cord is not secured
into the socket      

Appliance does
not start Power switch is off

The fuse is blown

Replace only with a 
fuse of same type and 
rating

Turn on the switch

Straight the air hose and
clear out the blockageAirbag malfunction The air hose is blocked

If problem remains, please contact the dealer for maintenance.
Important:Do not attempt to repair this product yourself, our company shall not be responsible
for the injury or damage caused by any servicing without authorization.
Thank you for your cooperation.

46
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Commissioning 
Use the controller to recline the backrest to its lowest position,
raise and extend the footrest to its top position, make sure there 
is enough clearance before commissioning. 
Return the backrest and footrest back to its default position 
after commissioning and turn off the power switch.

 Before Sitting in the Chair 
Ensure the footrest is well assembled before sitting on the massage chair. 
Ensure the massage chair is returned to its original position before sitting on it. If there 
is any part not in default position,please turn off the massage chair to allow it to restore.

 CAUTION
Do not take seat while the footrest is lifted.
Do not put excessive load on the footrest to avoid damage.

Improper connection of the equipment grounding conductor can result in a risk 
of electric shock. Check with a qualified electrician or serviceman if you are in 
doubt as to whether the product is properly grounded. Do not modify the plug 
provided with the product – if it will not fit the outlet, have a proper outlet 
installed by a qualified electrician.

DANGER

 This massage chair belongs to Level One electrical appliance,make sure to use 
three-core power supply socket and to guarantee the ground wire connected to 
the power supply socket has obtained good ground connection to avoid electric 
leakage,electric shock and some other negative effect during use.

EARTHING 

This document is copyrighted by Dr.Care International Inc. This document is copyrighted by Dr.Care International Inc.
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MAINTENANCE

Storage Methods

Warm Tips

Do not use benzene, thinner or other solvents on your product, it may cause fading 
or damage to the product.

CAUTION

CAUTION

CAUTION

WARNING

During daily use, please check for the following symptoms:
Burnt smell.
The product experiences unusual power ON/OFF when touching the power cord.
Hot power cord.
Other abnormal symptoms.

To treat stains on controller, power box, spot clean with a dry cleaning cloth.
To treat stains on back cushion or pillows, use a water-based upholstery cleaner 
only, wipe it with moist cloth, then air dry.
To clean the foot/calf unit covers, remove it from the chair, hand wash with a mild 
detergent, then line dry.

To treat stains on back panel, armrest, footrest, plastic parts or air hose, spot clean 
with mild detergent foam, then wipe it with a dry cleaning cloth.

Pull out the power cord from the power strips before care and maintenance. To 
avoid electrical shock or injury, do not touch the power cord with wet hands. Make 
sure no detergent enter into the power box while cleaning.

Do not iron the upholstery.

Keep the product free from dust. Cover the product with a dust-free cloth to prevent 
collection of dust if not in use of a long period of time.

Do not leave this product exposed to direct sunlight for long periods of time. This 
may cause fading or damage.

Please stop using the product to avoid breakdowns or accidents if any above
symptom spotted. 
Switch off the power button and disconnect the plug, contact the local distributors
or supplier for repair. 
All other servicing except above care and maintenance should be serviced by
an authorized dealer or service center.   

Pull out the power cord from the power strips before care and maintenance.
To avoid electrical shock or injury, do not handle the power cord with wet 
hands. Do not try to dismantle or repair the product yourself, please send 
your massage chair to the authorized service center.

Care and Maintenance Instructions

8 DR-XR 929S - USM/22
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Roll the chair on its casters to the desired location.
Incline the backrest to upright position.
Turn off the power switch  and unplug the appliance from the electrical outlet.
Using two people,push down on the backrest and lift up on the front side by grabbing 
the moving Holder located to the front bottom of the armrest),roll the chair on its 
casters to the desired location(check the sketch for reference).

Moving the Massage Chair

Do not move the chair when there is user inside.
To carry this product, do not lift by the footrest or armrest,hold the chassis 
and steady the backrest(have 4 or more people to carry the product).

CAUTION

Connect this appliance to a 3-wire properly grounded outlet.

Connecting to Power

Turn on the main power switch by the right hand 
side of the massage chair.

Please verify that there is no damage to the supply cord  before switching 
on the massage chair.
Please verify that the main power switch is turned off before connecting to 
power.

CAUTION

DR-XR 929SThis document is copyrighted by Dr.Care International Inc. This document is copyrighted by Dr.Care International Inc.
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of Pad

Pad
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80cm

Keep the distance between the power socket and power switch within 1.5
 meter to avoid damage of power cord while massage chair sliding forward.
Straighten the power cord while in use to avoid tangle or damage.
When the massage chair sliding forwards or back, please check to make 
sure there are no children, pets or other obstacles around to avoid accident.

Position & Placement for Installation
Clearance space for the massage chair:
Ensure there is an adequate clearance for the installation: It needs 10cm clearance for
 the reclination of the backrest; It needs 80cm clearance space for the extension of 
footrest and sliding forward of the chair.
Keep it 1 meter away from the TV, radio or other audio&video appliance to avoid 
signal interference.

Keep the distance between the power socket and power switch within 1.5 meter.

CAUTION

This document is copyrighted by Dr.Care International Inc. This document is copyrighted by Dr.Care International Inc.
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We recommend to place a piece of carpet or soft mat underneath it to avoid 
damaging the floor.

Floor Protection

Grounding Instructions

This product must be grounded, the plug must be plugged into an 
appropriate 3-wire grounded outlet that is properly installed and 
grounded in accordance with all local codes and ordinances to reduce 
risk of electrical shock.

This product must be grounded. If it should malfunction or breakdown, 
grounding provides a path of least resistance for electric current to reduce 
the risk of electric shock. This product is equipped with a cord having an 
equipment - grounding conductor and a grounding plug. The plug must be 
plugged into an appropriate outlet that is properly installed and grounded 
in accordance with all local codes and ordinances.

Do not use the massage chair in high moisture environment such as near 
swimming pool or bathroom to prevent electric shock accident.

Please keep the massage chair away from heated surfaces to prevent 
fire hazard or damage to the product.

Best Circumstances

Massage chair

Floor
Carpet
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PAD CONTROLLER GUIDE
CONNECT Massage Chair: you can connect this pad controller with the massage 
chair to control all functions of the chair. 
Choose model number of this massage chair DR-XR 929S, and connect it.

UPGRADE massage chair: This stage is specially used for engineer jobs, to load 
the program into the chair and to control the mechanism. 
Please DO NOT connect or load this chair with any other programs (unless it was 
provided by Dr.Care’s engineer).

SOUNDS: You can adjust volume of this pad controller as you wish.

SCREEN BRIGHTNESS: You can adjust the light brightness of this pad controller 
as you wish.
You also can adjust the screen timeout: 1 minute, 2 minutes and 3 minutes as you 
wish.

HELP: You can troubleshoot the Bluetooth Connection.
Please make sure that the chair is connected to power supply.

USER GUIDE: You can learn how to use / control the chair. 

LANGUAGE: You can choose your language to control the chair.
In future we will have full list of many languages for your choice. Currently we have 
only English.

ABOUT: In this menu, you can review full information about this pad controller like: 
Serial number, software version, system version, hardware version, user authori-
zation

In this User Authorization: There is Charging Permission tab. 
You can turn it ON/OFF this charging function. When it is OFF, wireless charge 
and center console charging will stop working.

INSTALLATION GUIDE
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(Hình 2)
(Hình 1) (Hình 3)

Screw

Installation Method

Unpack the cartons: take out all upholsteries and accessories out of the cartons.
Before beginning installation, please verify that all components are included
(check with the packing list carefully)

Step 1, Take all massage chair units out of the cartons

Step 2, Install the shoulder massage airbag and speaker unit
Connect the shoulder airbag and speaker unit to the backrest connecting port.
Line up the two connector pillar slots of shoulder airbag and speaker unit with 
the pillars on the massage backrest, press to insert into place, then secure with 3 
screws(Fig. 2)
(Same installation method with the other side)

Shoulder massage airbag and speaker unit

Connecting port

42
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, 

Line up the armrest unit groove with the armrest frame and press downwards, fit 
the screw to secure the armrest in place(a).
(Same installation method with the other side)
Put on the cap cover(tell the right from the left), then rotate clockwise to tighten it up(b).
Fit a screw from inner side of armrest to secure(c).
Insert the lower end of touchscreen controller holder into the socket, turn the nut 
clockwise to secure the holder into place.

Step 3, Install Armrest Unit
Connect the air valve, LED light connectors and air hoses of the armrest unit to the 
matching connection port and nozzles on the armrest frame( Follow the sequence 
shows in below figure);

Air valve plug

LED light connector
Air hose

Air nozzle
Air valve

LED light connection port

Armrest unit

Armrest frame

Cap cover
 Screw

 Screw

Press

41
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CONNECTION: It allows you to connect the pad controller with massage chair and 
upgrade the program of massage chair.

This document is copyrighted by Dr.Care International Inc. This document is copyrighted by Dr.Care International Inc.



PAD CONTROLLER GUIDE

You can check Connection, Sounds, Screen Brightness, Help, Language,
User guide and About in Settings.

INSTALLATION GUIDE
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Footrest drive wire  
plug connector

Step 4, Install the Footrest Unit
Thread the plastic bushing onto the footrest massage unit connection pin.

Plastic bushing

Coupler bracket

Remove the screw off the coupler bracket, latch upwards to unlock it, fit the 
footrest unit connector to the coupler socket and latch downwards to lock it,
tighten the screw.

Screw

Raise the legrest unit, thread the air hose into the air nozzle, and fit legrest drive 
wire connector into the drive wire port, make sure they are well secured.
(Check below illustration for reference)
Zip up the cover and cushion.

Air hose

Air nozzle

Footrest drive wire connector port

This document is copyrighted by Dr.Care International INC.
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Settings

INSTALLATION GUIDE
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Power 
connector

Step 5, Other Accessories
Connect the power cable to the product power socket located at the bottom of right 
armrest.
Connect power to chair, switch ON the power button, use the controller to raise the 
backrest to fully upright position.

Power plug

39
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ADJUSTMENTS: You can control the time of massage session and adjust the 
position of the chair, backrest and footrest.

ZERO Gravity: There are 2 positions of Zero Gravity: # 1 and # 2. Enjoy any 
position you like. You also can turn ON/OFF this Zero Gravity.

MASSAGE TIME: There are 3 options: 10 minutes, 20 minutes and 30 minutes. 
Please choose it.

RECLINE: Press the arrow UP and hold it to move the backrest up.
Press the arrow DOWN and hold it to move the backrest down.

LEGS: Press the arrow UP and hold it to move the legs up.
Press the arrow DOWN and hold it to move the legs down.

FEET: Press the arrow UP and hold it to move the feet massage parts up.
Press the arrow DOWN and hold it to move the feet massage parts down.

PAD CONTROLLER GUIDE
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2. Zero Gravity Position
At such a weightless position that the height of the legs slightly higher than the upper 
body, the weight of body can evenly distributed throughout, reducing the pressure of the 
spine and joints both physically and mentally.

3. 4D Deep Fascia Massage
Innovative 4D double action deep fascia massage mechanism and L- shaped guiding track 
conform to ergonomic principle.

4. Auto/Manual Footrest Extension
The footrest can extend automatically to customize the user’s leg length, you may also use 
the controller button to adjust the footrest according to your needs.
The footrest can extend by 17cm automatically for various users of different height ranges.

5. Whole Body Air Pressure Massage
Whole body air pressure massage for shoulders, arms, back, waist, hips, legs and feet.

6. Rolling Massage
3 underfoot rollers provide all - direction pressure massage for the reflex zone.

7. Versatile Massage Techniques
Mimic human hand  kneading, knocking, sync, tapping, shiatsu massage techniques with 
extra calf rubbing massage for custom - tailored relaxation.

8. Quick Control
Quick buttons at armrest meets the demands for easier, finger-tip control.

9. Super Long L-Style Track

1. One Press Control Sliding
It will slide forward by 30cm and recline afterwards.
Glider recliner linkage mechanism to save space and provide utmost relaxing position.

FEATURES

38
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PAD CONTROLLER GUIDE

Press the Power/ sleep button to turn on the Touchscreen Controller
(verify that it is connected to the massage chair).

Swipe left on Home screen to go to Menu screen.

Tap the Adjustments icon on Menu screen to go Adjustments screen.

You can adjust Zero gravity, Massage Time, Recline, Legs and Feet.

   Zero Gravity    Zero 1, Zero 2 and Off (turn off Zero Gravity).
                            Tap the icon to start.
Massage Time    10mins, 20mins and 30mins
            Recline    Tap and hold the icon to recline/ incline the massage chair    
                             back.
                Legs    Tap and hold the icon to lift/ lower the massage chair footrest.
                 Feet    Tap and hold the icon to extend/ retract the footrest.

External Structure
Speaker

Wireless charge 
receptacle

Touchscreen 
controller holder

Back cushion

Seat cushion

Legrest unit

Back cover

Quick buttons

Armrest

LED light

Caster

Moving holder

Internal Structure

Back Airbags

Back heat

Slide rail

Power connector port

Fuse
Power switch

Shoulder massage airbags

Massage mechanism

Waist massage airbags

Arm massage airbags

Seat side massage airbags
Buttocks massage airbags
Legrest kneading unit

Leg massage airbags

Foot massage airbags

Foot roller

16
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NAME AND FUNCTION OF EACH COMPONENT
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You can adjust Zero gravity, Massage Time, Recline, Legs, Feet in Adjust-
ments.

PAD CONTROLLER GUIDE
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INSTRUCTIONS OF QUICK ACCESS BUTTONS

zero

Press to turn on back heat, press again to turn off back heat.

Power/Auto Massage Button
Long press rotary switch to power on/off massage chair, quick press
 rotary switch to toggle among 6 auto massage programs.

Rotary Switch
Rotate clockwise/counterclockwise to increase/decrease 3D massage
 intensity.

Zero Gravity Position
Press to put the chair in Zero Gravity Position 1, press again to put the
chair in Zero Gravity Position 2, press for the third time to restore to 
default position.

Feet Extends
Press and hold to extend the footrest; release the button to stop.
(Make sure there is no obstruction in front)

Feet Retracts
Press and hold to retract the footrest; release the button to stop.

Pause
Press to pause massage chair function. Press this button again to
 continue.

Feet Up
Press and hold to raise the footrest; release the button to stop.

Feet Down
Press and hold to lower the footrest, release the button to stop.

See  the “Touchscreen Controller User Guide” at touch screen controller display.

Back Up
Incline: Press and hold to incline the backrest to upright position;
release the button to stop.

Back Down
Recline: Press and hold to recline the backrest; release the button to stop.

Touchscreen Controller User Guide

Back Heat Button

This document is copyrighted by Dr.Care International Inc. This document is copyrighted by Dr.Care International Inc.
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Adjustments
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INSTRUCTIONS OF QUICK ACCESS BUTTONS

zero

Controller

Power/auto 
massage button

Pause

Zero gravity 
position

Feet extend

Feet retract

Feet down

Rotary switch

Back heat

Back up

Back down

Feet up

This document is copyrighted by Dr.Care International Inc. This document is copyrighted by Dr.Care International Inc.



AIRBAGS: Turn ON/OFF airbags at these positions on your body: Full of body, 
shoulder, Back, Legs, Hips. Press once to turn ON, press once again to turn OFF.

AIR STRENGTH: You can choose and control the strength of air pressure on you 
body, there are 5 levels: weak, medium, strong, stronger and strongest.

FOOT ROLLER: you can turn ON/OFF the roller massage at your foot.
You also can control the speed of massage, there are 3 levels of massage speed: 
weak, medium and strong.

BACK HEAT: You can control the temperature of heating. there are 3 levels of 
heating: low, medium and high.
You also can turn ON/OFF the heating if you like.

OPTIONS: You can control airbags, foot roller, calf rub and heating.

PAD CONTROLLER GUIDE

Options

Calf Rub

You can check Connection, Sounds, Screen Brightness, Help, Language,
User guide and About in Settings.
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Home Screen

No Massage Chair Connection
Tap Pair Chair to connect massage chair.

Home Screen may vary depending on the task you’re
performing.
(Massage chair connection/ Recommendations/
Running massage program controls)

Screen frame is highlighted when task is active.
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Press the Power/ sleep button to turn on the Touchscreen Controller
(verify that it is connected to the massage chair).

Swipe left on Home screen to go to Menu screen.

Tap the Options icon on Menu screen to go Options screen.

You can choose Airbags, Air Strength, Foot Rollers, Calf Rub and Back Heat.
       Airbags    Kneading, Tapping, Shiatsu, Sync, Knocking and 3D Shiatsu.
                        Tap the icon to start.
Air Strength    5 levels and Off ( turn off Air Strength).
Foot Rollers    3 levels and Off ( turn off foot Rollers).
                         This option is not adjustable if full or Legs Airbags is selected.
      Calf Rub    3 levels and off ( turn off Calf Rub).
                         This option is not adjustable if Full or Legs Airbags is selected.
    Back Heat   3 levels and off ( turn off 4D Strength).

Options

Calf Rub
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AUTO: In this Auto, there are 12 modes of automatic massage combinations,
you can choose any Auto massage you like.

 12 AUTO MODES:
 1.Stretch, 2.Reborn, 3.Tender Care, 4.Royal Treatment. 
 5.Stretch Relief, 6.Gentle Care, 7.Neck & Shoulder, 8.Back & Spine. 
 9.Waist & Hip, 10.Morning Buzz, 11.Refreshing Nap, 12.Sweet Dreams.

MANUAL: You can choose any technique of massage you like.

OPTIONS: You will see details of each function, choose and control it by yourself.

ADJUSTMENTS: You can adjust weak, medium, stronger, zero Gravity....you like.

SETTINGS: You can set up all about this pad controller.

DEMO: Choose and hit DEMO to enjoy all special techniques of massage,
enjoy the unique massage functions.
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Auto Massage Programs

This page shows Airbags, Air Strength, Foot Rollers, Calf Rub, Back Heat 
options, you can adjust the Options
setting during the massage session.

PAD CONTROLLER GUIDE

OptionsOptions

Calf Rub
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Options
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Method 2

Press the Power/ sleep button to turn on the Touchscreen Controller
(verify that it is connected to the massage chair).

Swipe left on Home screen to go Menu screen.

Tap the Auto icon on Menu            screen to go Auto screen.

You may choose among 12 pre-set Auto wellness massage program. Tap the
“      /      ” icon at both sides of the screen to scroll to other Auto massage programs.

Tap the program you like to start.

Stretch Reborn Tender Care

Method 1

Press the Power/ sleep button to turn on the Touchscreen Controller
(verify that it is connected to the massage chair).

There are 3 featured auto massage programs on Home screen.

Tap the program you like to start.
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MANUAL: ——- > you can play any functions of massage you like, control the 
chair, order the chair to serve you. 
In this Manual, there are 6 techniques of massage: Kneading, Sync, Knocking, 
Tapping, Shiatsu, 3D Shiatsu.

ADJUST: This will help you to move up and down the back rollers when you 
choose massage at “a point” on your body.
PART: you can choose and activate the massage on any part of body.
Whole body, Partial body and a point of body.

WIDTH: you can control the massage hands to move wide, wider, medium and 
narrow.
3D STRENGTH: There are 5 levels of 3D press deeper strength, you can control 
to increase or decrease the strength at any level you like. This 3D roller can press 
deeper on any part of your body to bring you the feeling of real hand from 
massage experts.

4D STRENGTH: There are 5 levels of 4D press deeper strength in the opposite 
dimension. You can control to increase or decrease the strength at any level you 
like. This 4D roller can press deeper on any part of your body to bring you the 
feeling of real hand from massage experts.

SPEED: You can choose and control the speed of robot roller (massage hands): 
Slow, medium, fast, faster and fastest. There are 5 levels for your choice.

Speed

4D

You can adjust Zero gravity, Massage Time, Recline, Legs, Feet in Adjust-
ments.

Stretch Reborn Tender Care Royal Treatment

A moderate in -
tense full body
stretching mas -
sage to relax tired
muscles and keep
them flexible.

Medium - high in -
tensity massage
focusing on reliev -
ing soreness and
tension; encour -
ages an energetic,
active attitude.

A gentle kneading,
tapping and 
stretching mas -
sage session help -
ing to increase cir - 
culation, flexibili - 
t and energy.

A vigorous com -
prehensive mas -
sage session for
utmost tissue re -
.juvenation
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Press the Power/ sleep button to turn on the Touchscreen Controller
(verify that it is connected to the massage chair).

Swipe left on Home screen to go to Menu screen.

Tap the Manual icon on Menu screen to go Manual screen.

You can choose the massage Technique you like, and set the massage Part, 
Width, 3D Strength, 4D Strength and Speed.

Techniques    Kneading, Tapping, Shiatsu, Sync, Knocking and 3D Shiatsu.
                        Tap the icon to start.
            Part     Whole, Partial and point.
                        When Point massage is working, Poin focus icon will
                        show on the screen.
                        Tap and hold the icon to adjust the massage focus you desire.
          Width    Wide, medium and Narrow.
3D Strength    5 levels and off ( turn off 3D Strength).
4D Strength    5 levels and off ( turn off 4D Strength).
         Speed     6 levels.
                        Speed is not adjustable if Shiatsu or 3D Shiatsu massage is 
                        selected. (   )         

Speed

4D

Stretch Reborn Tender Care Royal Treatment

A moderate in -
tense full body
stretching mas -
sage to relax tired
muscles and keep
them flexible.

Medium - high in -
tensity massage
focusing on reliev -
ing soreness and
tension; encour -
ages an energetic,
active attitude.

A gentle kneading,
tapping and 
stretching mas -
sage session help -
ing to increase cir - 
culation, flexibili - 
t and energy.

A vigorous com -
prehensive mas -
sage session for
utmost tissue re -
.juvenation

Reset
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Tap the massage technique and the way you like to start, you can adjust
the manual massage settings during the massage session.

Speed

4D

PAD CONTROLLER GUIDE
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Manual Massage
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Stretch

Massage Program Running
Home screen shows status of current massage session.

Tap to stop/ pause the massage session.

Turn on this icon, the chair will reset to original position (stand up right)
after finishing a massage session.
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